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ON THE LOAD-FREQUENCY CONTROL PROBLEM 

Timothy Lee Bratton 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis reports an investigation of tie-line bias load-frequency 

control. This type of control is currently used on many electric energy 

supply systems, but has recently been the subject of much controversy 

in the literature. Claims have been made that typical industry values 

of the load-frequency controller parameters result in smaller "stability 

margins" than other gains which minimize integral quadratic performance 

indices which weight only tie-line power and frequency deviations. 

Through analog simulation studies of the dynamic model of two inter¬ 

connected steam-electric areas, it was found in this research that the 

"optimum" LFC gains resulted in rates of change of generated power 

which were beyond the capabilities of typical industry generating units. 

A digital-computer parameter optimization routine was written which 

demonstrated that typical industry LFC gains also satisfy an integral- 

quadratic performance index—one which weights speed-changer rate more 

heavily than frequency or tie-line power. A case is then made against 

the use of parameter optimization as a tool for designing control systems. 

The eigenvalues of the Two-Area Model were studied and it was 

found that the LFC gains have little effect on any interconnection poles 

other than those which are characteristic of the motion of the speed- 

changer. In particular, the synchronizing oscillations become less 

damped as the LFC integrator gain increases from zero. 

When the two areas of the Model were identical and a decentralized 

control strategy was implemented, it was found that half the poles of 

the interconnection were fixed as the interconnection coefficient increased 

from zero. These fixed-pole modes were not observable in the transfer 



function between an area's load change and its angle deviation. Classical 

root-locus techniques were used to study the observable inodes. It was 

found that as the interconnection coefficient went to infinity, the 

synchronizing oscillation poles approached a vertical asymptote whose 

position depends only on the inertia and damping of each area, not on 

any feedback of an area's state variables to its governor input. It is 

indicated that further improvement in interconnection response may be 

difficult to achieve via a decentralized control strategy which acts 

through the governor. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THESIS 

1.1 TIE-LINE BIAS LOAD-FREQUENCY CONTROL 

When a generator or system of paralleled generators supplies a 

load which is spread over a geographically diverse area, the devia¬ 

tions of system frequency from some fixed value, predominately 

60 Hz. in the United States, are used to indicate a generation-load 

mismatch, that is, a need to change net prime-mover mechanical torque 

to equate it with the alternator's electrical load. Speed-governors 

have been used on steam-driven machines for many years, but only in 

the last fifty years has automatic, integral (reset) control been 

implemented. It was in the early 1920's that this earliest form of 

automatic load-frequency control (ALFC) was found to provide much 

"tighter" control than manual adjustment. 

Interconnections of two or more electric power systems were first 

accomplished for economic reasons. Control was executed by one power 

plant which was responsible for providing changes in generation to 

"follow" the minute-to-minute variations in load, maintaining the fre¬ 

quency of the interconnection as constant (as "flat") as possible. 

This one plant was said to bear the "regulating burden" of the inter¬ 

connection [15]. 

As the size of the interconnections grew, this type of operation 

was found to place.excessive demands on the frequency-regulating plant 

Field tests established that an interconnection could operate with 

separate flat-frequency controllers in each area. With this system, 

when the interconnection frequency deviated from 60.00 Hz., each area 
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changed its generation to drive the deviations to zero. It was found 

that this method of spreading the regulating burden over the intercon¬ 

nection resulted in improved tie-line power and frequency regulation. 

At first called "selective frequency control," tie-line bias load- 

frequency control evolved from a combination of the flat-tie-line power 

and flat-frequency control methods. It proved to be a good control in 

that it enforced the operating philosophy of, "It is the responsibility 

of each area to regulate for its own customer load changes" [15]* 

Figure 1-1 illustrates the operation of tie-line bias load-fre¬ 

quency control (LFC). There is a value of tie-line power which is 

arranged by contractual agreement. This is the tie-line power schedule 

when the interconnection frequency is exactly 60 Hz. If an area finds 

that it is receiving power and its frequency is low, it must increase 

(raise) its generation to accomodate an increase in load in its area. 

Similarly if an area is exporting power and its frequency is high, it 

needs to reduce (lower) generation. The dividing line between the raise 

and lower sectors is the "bias characteristic" whose slope is g Hz. 

per megawatt (or Hz. per per-unit megawatt), where B is the "bias set¬ 

ting." The controller is "satisfied" (will not initiate any changes in 

generation) when AP^^+B Af = 0. When flat-frequency control is used, 

the demarcation is horizontal (B is infinite); with flat-tie-line 

control, it is vertical (B is zero). 

The term AP^g+B Af is often referred to as the "area control 

error" (ACE), or "area requirement." The value of the bias constant B 

is based on the response characteristics of the system. ACE is a mea¬ 

sure of how much change is needed to match an area's generation with 
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Figure,1-1 
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its load. A signal proportional to the ACE is telemetered to the arma¬ 

ture of the speed-changer motors of the turboalternator prime-movers. 

This yields a low*gain integration which changes the set-point for the 

megawatt output of the generation. 

Using tie-line bias control, an area will presumably experience 

little or no change in generation (depending on the value of B) when 

the generation-load mismatch is in some other area of the interconnec¬ 

tion. With automatic flat-frequency control, a load increase in one 

area causes all areas to increase generation since the frequency of the 

whole interconnection decreases. As the area with the load change 

raises its generation manually to get its tie-line flows back on sched¬ 

ule, the other areas will have to reduce generation to their original 

levels. Energy expended while changing generation to compensate for 

"remote" load changes is wasted, so tie-line bias LFC would seem to pro¬ 

mote economical operation. 

1.2 STATIC ANALYSIS 

Although introduced in the 1930's, tie-line bias LFC did not achieve 

its present popularity until after World War II. A series of articles 

by Nathan Cohn of Leeds & Northrup convincingly explained to the power 

industry the advantages of this control scheme. "Some Aspects of Tie- 

Line Bias Control on Interconnected Power Systems" [2], which first 

appeared in 1956, is probably the most well-known of these papers. In 

his expositions, Cohn used steady-state ("static") analysis to derive 

equations relating changes in tie-line power, frequency, load, genera¬ 

tion, the frequency coefficient of connected load, the relative sizes 

of the areas, the governor characteristics, and the controller settings. 
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Cohn stated that in an independent system without supplementary 

control (LFC), a step change in load AL will cause a steady-state 

change in frequency Af*5-^ , where (3 is the "area frequency response 

characteristic" in megawatts (or per-unit megawatts) per Hz. 0 =^ > 

where R is the prime-mover speed governor steady-state speed regulation 

coefficient in Hz. per megawatt, and D is an aggregate damping term 

which included the droop of the turbine speed-load characteristic, 

the frequency coefficient of the load, the effects of the alternator 

amortisseur windings, etc. 

Under the assumption that there was no supplementary controller 

action in an area with a sudden load change ("fault area"), Cohn found 

that control action in the remote (non-fault) area could be minimized 

by setting the frequency bias coefficient B (in the expression for the 

ACE) equal to the area frequency response characteristic P. He showed 

further that if B were set less than (3, the non-fault area generation 

would decrease when there was a load increase, and this would precipi¬ 

tate a greater net frequency drop on the interconnection than if the 

controller had not been in operation at all. A summary of Cohn's 

analysis is included as Appendix C. 

1.3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION 

At about the same time as Cohn was working, C. Concordia and L.K. 

Kirchmayer simulated a dynamic model of two interconnected areas on an 

analog computer [4], Their optimization procedure consisted of sub¬ 

jective determination of the "best" combination of fast response and good 

damping of transients following a step load change. In their conclusions, 

they emphasized that the speed governor was more important than the load- 
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frequency controller in determining maximum frequency deviations, but 

agreed that setting B equal to P seemed to give nearly "optimum" re¬ 

sults [14], as Cohn had predicted with steady-state analysis. 

In mid-1968 Olle Elgerd and Charles Fosha, Jr., of the University 

of Florida, released a paper entitled "Optimum Megawatt-Frequency Control 

of Multi-Area Electric Energy Systems" [7]• They presented the classic 

linearized model of two interconnected steam-electric systems (the model 

developed by Concordia and Kirchmayer) and proposed to optimize the set¬ 

tings of the load-frequency controller by minimizing integral-squared- 

error performance indices which weighted frequency and tie-line power 

deviations. Their results differed significantly from the values of 

integrator gain and frequency bias recommended by the North American 

Power Systems Interconnection Committee and used by industry. They in¬ 

ferred that this disadjustment" of the load-frequency controller was 

responsible for unstable oscillations which had appeared on certain 

large interconnected power systems. 

The reaction of the power industry and the controller manufac¬ 

turers was lively and, at times, heated. This response and the fact that 

Elgerd1s and Fosha1s "optimum" gains were so different from typical in¬ 

dustry gains signaled the need for further investigation into the load- 

frequency control problem. This thesis is a report of such a study. 

1.4 OUTLINE OF THESIS 

Chapter II deals with parameter optimization as applied to power 

system load-frequency controllers. The classical model of two inter¬ 

connected steam-electric areas is detailed. . The parameter optimization 

methods and results of Elgerd and Fosha are given and compared with 
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similar digital computer parameter optimization studies. Analog simu¬ 

lation of the Two-Area Model provided insight into the Model, so the 

results of that study are reported. Chapter II concludes with the 

case against the use of parameter optimization as a technique for 

selecting controllers and controller gains. 

The eigenvalues of the Two-Area Model with LFC were studied with 

the aid of a digital computer. It was found that the poles of the Model 

were only slightly affected by the gains of the load-frequency control¬ 

ler. The first half of Chapter III contains the report of these inves¬ 

tigations. The remainder of the chapter states the results of applying 

linear optimal control theory to the Model, and the formulation of the 

problem: Is it possible to improve the damping of power system inter¬ 

connections with a decentralized control strategy? 

Chapter IV contains the results of the investigations of decen¬ 

tralized controllers. A new method of analyzing the Two-Area Model 

is presented. The classical model of a hydro-electric area is given 

and is used to demonstrate that little improvement in interconnection 

damping can be achieved over that obtainable with conventional control 

methods. 

Chapter V, the conclusions, is followed by appendices which con¬ 

tain the details of some analyses in the main text. 



CHAPTER II:; PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The classical model of two interconnected steam-electric areas 

is presented in this chapter, along with two methods of optimizing 

the parameters of the supplementary control system. It will be 

shown that typical industry LFC gains satisfy a performance index 

which weights speed-changer rate more heavily than tie-line power 

and frequency deviations. Chapter II concludes with arguments against 

the use of parameter optimization in designing control systems. 

2.2 THE STEAM-ELECTRIC SYSTEM MODEL 

Generally, control system studies begin with a simplified repre¬ 

sentation of the real-world system called a model. The Two-Area Model 

used by Elgerd and Fosha, like the one used in this study, was appar¬ 

ently developed by Concordia and others at the General Electric Com¬ 

pany [3]. Each "area" is represented by a single machine consisting 

of a governor, turbine, generator, tie-line connection, and a supplemen 

tary controller. 

The representation of several paralleled machines by one machine 

is valid if they are connected by "strong," low-reactance lines. As 

will be shown below, large power flows (large "synchronizing torques") 

will then result from small changes in the relative rotor angles and 

the rotors of all machines will swing essentially in unison. Thus, 

a single "rotor torque angle" may be assigned to the ensemble, instead 

of having to consider each machine separately. 
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The governor servomechanism is a hydraulic device operated by a 

pilot valve (the governor input). It is used to open and close the 

main steam inlet valves of the turbine. The transfer function between 

pilot valve position and steam valve position may be approximated 

by a first-order lag [19]. 

The transfer function between turbine valve opening and turbine 

power output is also assumed to be a first-order lag. This is an 

approximation of the action of steam entrained (trapped) between the 

valves and the nozzle inlets of the turbine system [19], This model 

is generally accepted to be adequate for non-reheat turbines. 

The equation of motion of the turboalternator rotor is assumed to 

be H A6 + D A6 = AP„ - AL - AP,,,— , where A6 is the change in rotor 
G Tib 

angle with respect to a reference frame rotating at synchronous speed, 

M is related to the moments of inertia of rotating armatures on the 

system, D is the natural damping of the system, APg is the increase 

in prime-mover power output due to governor or supplementary controller 

action, AL is the change in load power referred to 60 Hz., and APpIE 

is the change in tie-line power flow out of the area. The resulting 

transfer function between a generation-load mismatch and a frequency 

deviation Af may be obtained from this equation by algebraic manipulation. 

It is of the form Tp s + 1 where Kp = jj and Tp = ^ . 

The equation for the steady-state power flow between two AC 

voltage sources connected by a pure reactance jX^ *-8 

_ E. E„ . > co o . 
PTIE “ ■ ^ 2 • sin( 51 " 52 ^ * x12 

It is assumed that the sources have the same angular frequency. The 
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6^ are the phase angles. For small changes in angle, the change in 

power flow may be linearized to AP^,^ = - A6^ ) 

E. E 
where T__ =12 cos( 6. - 6. ) 

12 v 1 2 

and 
12 

AS.^ = J^UK-U) ) dt = 2rr J* Af dt. 

In the system, changes in generation are made by sending "impulses" 

to the speed-changer motor on the governor mechanism. The motor shaft 

position is roughly proportional to the time-integral of the voltage 

applied to the armature, and the set-point of the governor is propor¬ 

tional to the motor shaft position. Thus the supplementary controller 

may be modeled as an integrator. 

The complete block diagram of the model of of two interconnected 

steam-electric areas is shown in Figure 2-1. The constant is the 

negative ratio of the rated megawatt capability of Area One to that of 

Area Two. The tie-line power is in per-unit megawatts of Area One. 

A. scales AP-,--, for Area Two, and is negative because power flow out 
JLZ TIE 

of one area is power flow into the other. 

2.3 ANALOG PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 

The term "parameter optimization" implies the modification of 

certain gains in the plant or controller so that some performance 

index (cost function) is minimized. Classically, performance indices 

of continuous systems have been of the integral-quadratic form (integral 

squared-error) type. That is, I = J*(x'Q x) dt, where x is the state 

vector of the system and Q is the weighting matrix. 

Elgerd and Fosha [7] proposed to optimize the load-frequency 

controller parameters of the Two-Area Model by minimizing a performance 

T 
index of the form J^,(ApTIE+ 

a Af) dt , where o,>0 is a variable. 
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To do this, they programmed the Two-Area Model on an analog 

computer using representative gains and time-constants. With two 

multipliers and a summing integrator they evaluated the performance 

index directly for a step load change of 0.01 pu MW, that is, 1$ of 

an area's total megawatt capability. At fixed values of frequency bias 

(B) they made plots of the cost (I) as a function of the integrator 

gain (K). These "constant B" curves could then be inspected to deter¬ 

mine the "optimum" gains K and B. 

They found that the optimum value of B was roughly one-half 

of the area frequency response characteristic (3, as opposed to the 

value B = p prescribed by Cohn's static analysis and recommended by 

the North American Power System Interconnection Committee. Their 

optimum value for the integrator gain was approximately 0.9 while 

typical industry values are usually 0.1 or less. 

2.4 DIGITAL PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 

The Two-Area Model with supplementary controllers comprises a 

ninth-order linear system, and may be represented in the form of a 

matrix differential equation x = Ax’. It is the nature of a power system 

that, if it is stable, a step change in load will initiate steady-, 

state changes in some of the system state variables, while others 

return to scheduled values after some excursion. In the Two-Area 

Model with load-frequency control, a step load change AL in Area One 

causes steady-state changes in AP^, AXgp and APg^ by an amount AL, 

while the remaining state variables (AP^g, Af^, Af2» AX^j AP^, ^G2) 

have some displacement but return to zero in the steady-state. 
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Thus the optimization problem for the Two-Area Model may be 

formulated as a regulator problem: starting in the initial state 

APC2=AXGJ=APg1= -AL, and the others zero, determine the gains to 

cause all the state variables to return to zero in some optimal way. 

It is then meaningful to consider a performance index which is an 

infinite-time integral quadratic function of the states of the system. 

It is shown in Appendix A that if 

jOO 

I = | (x'Q x) dt and x = Ax 
Jd 

where all the eigenvalues of A are in the left half-plane, then 

I = x(0)'Px(0) (2.4.1) 

where x(0) is the initial-state vector and P is a symmetric matrix 

which solves 

PA + A'P = -Q (2.4.2) 

Thus, a somewhat more powerful technique than that of Elgerd and 

Fosha is to program a digital computer to solve (2.4.2) for P, calculate 

the performance index I with (2.4.1), and then vary the parameters in 

some logical way to find those which minimize I. 

The digital computer optimization program used in this study is 

detailed in Appendix B. With suitable alterations of this program 

it was possible to investigate several performance indices not considered 

by Elgerd and Fosha. These include the case of unequal areas (A^ ^ -1), 

and the case of performance indices which weight terms other than 

Af and APtie. 

As a means of testing the program and of verifying the results 

of Elgerd and Fosha, the following performance indices were minimized 

by the listed gains. B is given in per cent of 3 (the AFRC). 
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J £P^IE dt K=0.92, B=36$ 

J’CAPjjg + 0.065Af^) dt K=0.84, B=62# 

These two cost functions were among those considered by Elgerd and 

Fosha in their paper. The results obtained agreed with the published 

results, and the computer program was then presumed to be working 

properly. 

2.5 ANALOG SIMULATION 

Little is obvious about the connection between a performance 

index and the system response which minimizes it. Given two different 

performance-indices, it might be possible to tell by observation 

that the state variable deviations go to zero faster with Index A 

than with Index B. However, in general, it is impossible to predict 

the "optimum" response for a given performance index, or to know 

the optimum response given the optimum gains. 

In the case of the Two-Area Model, this problem was relieved some¬ 

what by programming the Model on an EAI 680 analog computer. The 

response of the system with "old" and "new" feedback gain settings 

was then observed for a step load change. It was found that "industry" 

settings, B=100$ and K=0.1, resulted in very little speed-changer 

action in the non-fault area, and that if B was less than the area 

frequency response characteristic, there was a decrease in generation 

in the non-fault area although the total system load was increased. 

This was the result predicted by Cohn with a static analysis. 

It was also found that the deviations from schedule of frequency 

and tie-line power went to zero faster with the "new" gains. However 

it was observed that the large controller gains caused rates of 
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speed-changer motion that might be considered excessive in some instances. 

In fact, for a 0.01 pu MW step load change, the maximum speed-changer 

rate was 45$ per minute with the "optimum" gains, and 5$ per minute 

with the "industry" gains. Since 5$ per minute seems to be the limit 

of response of a majority of steam-electric units [11], 45$ per 

minute is considered excessive. 

2.6 THE CASE AGAINST PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 

The excessive speed-changer rate provided a clue to why the 

"optimum" gains of Elgerd and Fosha were so different from typical 

industry gains. By weighting only frequency and tie-line power 

deviations in the performance index, large control signals were 

generated which forced frequency and tie-line deviations to zero rapidly. 

To limit the rate of speed-changer motion in the fault area, the 

square of AP* _ = K(AP___ + B Af,), the speed-changer ("unit response") 
OX TIE X 

rate was added to the performance index. With 

1
 = J[ AP^IE + 0.25AfJ + 25(APg1)

2] dt (2.6.1) 

the optimum parameters were found to be K=0.12 and B=110$. 

It is known [12] that every stable linear control law is optimal 

with respect to some integral-quadratic performance index. The 

Inverse Optimal Load-Frequency Control Problem consists of finding 

those performance indices which are minimized by a given set of controller 

gains. Every set of "typical" industry LFC gains minimizes some 

integral-quadratic cost function. Equation (2.6.1) is one solution to 

the inverse optimization problem for a set of gains which is close 

to typical industry LFC gains. It is seen that speed-changer rate 

is weighted more heavily than frequency and tie-line deviations. 
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The ultimate goal of a control system design procedure should 

be acceptable system response, not a set of feedback gains which 

minimizes some performance index. In power systems this goal 

is difficult to achieve with parameter optimization. Besides the 

difficulty of selecting a meaningful performance index, there is 

the problem of performing the minimization, if an optimum set of 

gains exists at all. 

The computational effort required for multiplication or inversion 

of an arbitrary matrix increases as the cube of the matrix size, so 

the time required to find or compute an optimum solution may be 

prohibitive for a large system. When the dynamic equations of a 

system are simulated on a digital computer, the numerical integration 

must be terminated in a finite time. Even though the system may 

appear stable during the period of integration, there exists the 

possibility that it will evidence unstable characteristics after 

the integration is terminated. Examples ofuthis are found in the 

literature [8]. 

The question of the existence of optimizing gains is perhaps the 

greatest drawback of parameter optimization methods. Linear optimal 

control theory guarantees (under certain conditions) that an optimum 

solution of the minimization problem does exist,’ that the minimum is 

unique, and that the optimum system is stable. The theory specifies 

the structure of the controller required to achieve these results: 

tall the system state variables are fed back through constant gains. 

Parameter optimization theory has none of these guarantees. The 

possibility of haying several local minima has already been mentioned. 
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But more important, parameter optimization theory provides no informa¬ 

tion about which controller structures can be successfully used on a 

given system. The control engineer chooses a control structure and 

then' tries to adjust its parameters to minimize his performance in¬ 

dex. It is possible that the given controller cannot stabilize the 

system for any values of its parameters. In this case, no optimum 

system exists at all. 

Thus, it may be concluded that parameter optimization is generally 

unsatisfactory for designing control systems for interconnected elec¬ 

tric energy systems, or any systems, for that matter. 

Since the goal of control design is the improvement of system 

response, it would be desirable to find some measure of system 

, response which is more obviously connected to system performance 

than is the integral-quadratic performance index. One such measure, 

the system eigenvalues, is the subject of the next chapter. 

i 



CHAPTER Ills EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The eigenvalues of a linear system are an index of its stability. 

This chapter describes the application of eigenvalue analysis to the 

Two-Area Model. It will be shown that the load-frequency controller 

has little effect on the synchronizing oscillation poles, and it is 

concluded that LFC is not a good controller with which to improve 

"system damping." The results of applying linear optimal control 

theory to the Model are described. Chapter III ends with a statement 

of the problem of decentralized control of the Two-Area Model. 

3.2 EIGENVALUES AND THE TWO-AREA MODEL 

The response of a linear dynamical system may be characterized 

by the eigenvalues of the system matrix. Each real eigenvalue \ 

(also called characteristic value, root, or pole) gives rise to a 

\t 
response C^e . In systems with real coefficients, complex eigen¬ 

values always appear in complex conjugate pairs o' i j|3, and give rise 

c^t 
to responses of the form cosOt-K^) e • and C£ ate determined 

by the initial conditions of the system, while the eigenvalues are 

determined by the system itself. 

It is the locations of the system eigenvalues in the complex 

plane which, to some extent, characterize the response of the system. 

If the real part of an eigenvalue is greater than zero, there will be 

a response which increases with time, that is, is unstable. Complex 

eigenvalues indicate oscillatory responses (ringing). The more 

negative the real part of a complex eigenvalue, the more damped will 
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be the associated oscillation. Often the objective of a control sys¬ 

tem is the improvement of Msystem damping." No matter how it is 

achieved, "better damping" implies that dominant poles have been 

moved farther to the left in the complex plane. 

J. E. Van Ness was perhaps the first .to use eigenvalue techniques 

to study power systems. In research performed for the Bonneville 

Power Administration [21], Van Ness modeled the Northwest Power Pool 

as a bagh-order linear system, then used the QR-Transform [10] to 

' {J 

find the eigenvalues of the system A-matrix. 

Similar studies were made to compare the eigenvalues of the Two- 

Area Model with typical industry LFC gains to the eigenvalues of the 

Model with the so-called "optimum" gains. HESSEN and QREIG, sub¬ 

routines developed by Van Ness, were used to find the eigenvalues. 

Figure 3-1 is a plot of the eigenvalues of the system with no supple¬ 

mentary control (no LFC), with industry LFC gains, and with the "im¬ 

proved" gains of Elgerd and Fosha. Each system has two real eigen¬ 

values in the vicinity of -13 which are not shown. 

Perhaps the most significant thing about the pole locations of 

the three systems is the similarity. From the analog simulation 

results, it is known that the real poles near the origin dominate the 

motion of the speed-changer. The only major difference between the 

respective eigenvalues of the three systems is the movement of these 

speed-changer poles. Since the "optimum" integrator gain (K) is 

significantly larger than the typical industry gain, the rise-time 

of the speed-changer is reduced £n the "optimum" system, hence the 

corresponding poles are farther to the left of the j^-axis. 
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3.3 IMPROVING SYSTEM DAMPING 

When one desires to alter the pole locations of a system to "im¬ 

prove system response," the usual procedure is to attempt to modify 

the right-most poles first, then proceed to those poles which are more 

t to the left in the complex plane. This is because right half-plane 

poles indicate unstable responses, and in stable systems the poles 

nearest the imaginary axis characterize transients which are the 

last to die away. "Improving system response" generally implies 

taking transients decay faster," so improving the slowest transients 

first is an appropriate technique. 

After those poles which characterize the speed-changer, the poles 

of the Two-Area Model (Fig. 3-1) which are next closest to the imagi¬ 

nary axis are those at -0.5 i j3.5. They correspond to a damped oscil¬ 

lation with a period of 1.8 seconds. From the analog simulation re¬ 

sults, it is known that this is the period of the oscillations of 

frequency and tie-line power, the so-called "synchronizing oscillations." 

It is significant that despite an order-of-magnitude increase 

in the gain K of the load.-frequency controller integrator, there is 

only slight movement of the synchronizing oscillation poles. In fact, 

these oscillations become less damped as the LFC gain is increased from 

zero: the synchronizing oscillations are most damped when the load- 

frequency controller is not operating at all. 

There are several reasons why it is advantageous to improve the 

damping of the synchronizing, oscillations. Frequency deviation is the 

first and surest sign of a generation-load mismatch on a system. It is 

therefore advantageous to keep system frequency as "flat" as possible 
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so that emergency situations (such as the loss of a generator) may 

be diagnosed quickly and proper corrective action taken. Oscilla¬ 

tions of system frequency induce oscillations in turbine valve posi¬ 

tion through governor action. This wastes .-fuelland will shorten the 

life of the turbine. More economical operation will result if oscilla¬ 

tions of frequency are reduced. Unstable oscillations of tie-line power 

have been known to arise on interconnections when certain configurations 

of generators, loads, and governor settings occur. These conditions re¬ 

duce the reliability of the interconnection since important tie-lines 

may be tripped-out by overloads at the peaks of power swings. By im¬ 

proving the damping of the synchronizing oscillations, the likelihood 

of instabilities will be reduced. 

What is desired is a controller which will increase the damping 

of the synchronizing oscillations and, at the same time, permit an 

acceptable rate of speed-changer action. In the Two-Area Model this 

requires the placement of four eigenvalues. The simplicity of the 

load-frequency controller does not allow this. It does not have 

enough free parameters to achieve placement of more than two poles. 

It may be inferred from this that optimization of load-frequency 

controller gains is not a sound approach to improving power system 

response. 

3.4 THE APPLICATION OF LINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 

Modern control theory may be used to control the Two-Area Model. 

’ The theory states that by feeding back all the state variables of 

each area to a static central controller, it is possible to place 
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all the eigenvalues of a controllable system [22]. Arbitrary 

eigenvalue assignment means guaranteed stability for the interconnection. 

It is also possible to find control laws which satisfy integral- 

quadratic performance indices. The theory state that full state 

variable feedback is required and (under certain conditions) that the 

"optimum" system will be stable. This was the approach used by Fosha 

and Elgerd [9], They took the Two-Area Model with load-frequency 

control and found the control laws which minimized performance 

indices of the form 

I » ^°[APJIE + (jAPTIEdt)
2 + Af* + Af2 + A6* + A82 + <*(u2+u2)] dt 

for o' = 0.1, 1, 10, and 100. The Two-Area Model was then implemented 

on an analog computer with the various resulting "optimal" control 

laws, and the transient responses were recorded. 

The results emphasize the effect of performance index selection 

on the "optimum" response. Fosha and Elgerd compare one "optimal" 

response with the "best response using existing control strategy," 

and they note that optimal controllers "significantly improve transient 

response to perturbations in load." However, their results show that 

the optimum response in which the control is weighted most heavily 

(o«=100) is poorer than the response of existing controllers in the 

respect that the deviations of frequency and tie-line power go to zero 

more slowly. 

Thus, since the "optimum" system is so dependent on the choice 

of performance index and since every stable linear feedback control 

law is "optimum," it is clear that "integral-squared-error optimality" 

is irrelevant unless the cost function properly weights all factors 
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of system operation. An example of a true optimization problem is 

minimizing the dollar-cost per kilowatt-hour of electric energy 

delivered to the customers?of a power company. Linear optimal con¬ 

trol theory is, instead, primarily a systematic means of obtaining 

stable control laws which improve the transient responses of linear 

dynamical systems. 

3.5 THE PROBLEM 

Today, most power system interconnections operate without cen¬ 

tralized control. Each control area adjusts its generation to m^pt 

its load and to fulfill its obligations to the. interconnection without 

receiving commands from some "central office." For example, ti6»line 

bias load-frequency controllers process only the local area frequency 

deviations and net tie-line power to obtain the Area Control Error. 

The decentralized control scheme has the distinct advantage of simpli¬ 

city in that each controller processes fewer inputs and requires less 

telemetry. 

However, as the size of interconnections has grown, therehhave been 

indications that the simple, decentralized structure may not be adequate 

for controlling large interconnections. The studies of Elgerd and Fosha 

were motivated in part by the difficulties which arose when the Western 

U. S. power block was connected to the Eastern block by tie-lines through 

the mid-Wes;t. Similar troubles have occurred in attempts to connect the 

Northwest Power Pool with areas to the south [17]. 

Because interconnections are growing in size and because decentral¬ 

ized control will continue to be used for some time, the question of 
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how much control of an interconnection can be achieved without using 

a central controller is pertinent. It is desireable to know if 

improved system damping can be achieved by a decentralized scheme of 

separate controllers in each area. The controllers will operate on 

local state variables only: no state variable of Area Two will be 

available to Area One's controller, and visa versa. The approach 

to this problem will be to select an appropriate model for an area, 

then design a controller for it which will yield improved damping for 

the interconnection. The results of this investigation are the 

subject of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV: CONTROL OF INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains the main results of this study. The classi¬ 

cal assumption used in modeling an interconnection is found to give poor 

results when used on interconnected hydro-electric areas. Some novel 

results about the eigenvalues of an "equal area" system are presented 

which explain the failure of the classical method. It is shown that 

as the interconnection coefficient goes to infinity, the synchronizing 

oscillation poles approach an asymptote whose location is determined 

only by the natural damping and inertia of each area. It is concluded 

that further improvement in system damping by governor action may be 

difficult to achieve. 

4.2 AN OLD MSTHOD 

Before a controller for a single area can be designed, a decision 

must be made about how the single area should be modeled. A technique 

often used in the design of controllers for an area is to model the 

rest of the interconnection as an "infinite bus" [6, 18]. Here, the 

tie-line power is assumed to be proportional to the integral of fre¬ 

quency deviation in the fault area, just as if the remote area were 

capable of supplying any amount of power with no change in.frequency. 

There is no apparent mathematical reasoning for this assumption. The 

remote area is just considered to be so much larger than the local area 

that the infinite bus assumption holds. 

In part of this study, a new type of prime-mover speed governor 
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for the steam turbine was designed JUSing this assumption. This control¬ 

ler was a dynamic conpensator which processed frequency and generated-^ 

power deviations ( Af and APg) and applied the result to the governor 

servovalve. The design did achieve some improvement in the damping of 

the interconnection synchronizing oscillations. However, this method 

failed when used to design a controller for hydro-electric areas, and 

thus modeling the rest of the interconnection as an infinite bus is not a 

generally applicable technique ..for designing power system controls. The 

reason for the failure becomes apparent in the analysis to follow. 

4.3 APPLICATION OF ROOT-LOCUS TECHNIQUES TO THE TWO-AREA MODEL 

The machine-to-infinite bus method is not a valid procedure for 

designing controls for interconnected areas. There is nothing to 

indicate that stabilizing an area connected to an infinite bus will 

result in stability when two areas are interconnected, and indeed 

there are examples when it is not the case. 

It was noticed that when similar areas were interconnected,,some 

of the poles of the interconnection were exactly the same as the poles 

of one of the areas by itself. It will be shown that if two areas are 

identical, half the poles of the interconnection will remain fixed as 

the interconnection coefficient (T12) increases from zero. Although 

pole-zero cancellation makes the fixed-pole modes unobservable, their 

stability is necessary for the stability of the interconnection. 

These observations lead to a novel analysis of the Two-Area Model 

which is based on classical root-locus techniques. The interconnection 

coefficient is the variable parameter instead of some feedback gain. 



Suppose G^(s) (i*=l,2) is the nfc-order transfer function between 

an area's load change -AL^ and its angle deviation AS^. Then the Two- 

Area Model can be conceived in the abbreviated form of Figure 4-1. 

When T^ zero, the areas are not interconnected since no 

tie-line power change results from changes in the angles. The eigen¬ 

values of the combined system are simply the eigenvalues of and G^. 

When T^g is positive, the areas are interconnected. A load change 

in Area One affects Area Two through the tie-line. The eigenvalues 

of the combined system will now be some function of G^, G2, and Tj^* 

The transfer function between -AL and A6^ (of Fig 4-1) is given by 

A6^ G^ 

-AL 1 + I12( Gj + G2 ) 

H1D2 
D1D2 + T12(N1D2 + W 

, where G^(s) = ^i^s^ 
D..(B) 

If G^and have the same poles, then D^=D2 and 

A6, N, 

-AL Dx + T12( NX + N2 ) 
(4.3.1) 

Equation (4.3.1) reveals several important facts about the inter¬ 

connection of.these two areas. First, the interconnected system has 
• tfl til 

pole-zero cancellation. . It appears to be n -order instead of (2n) - 

order. Second, the unobservable modes of interconnection are modes of 

single area without a tie-line. When the areas are identical, these 

modes may be observed by simultaneously putting the same load change 

into each area. Third, a necessary condition that the interconnection 

be stable is that each area be stable when operating alone. This 

suggests that the first step in the design of a decentralized 

control system for. the Two-Identical-Area Model is to stabilize 

each area when it is operating alone. This also explains the "failure" 



Figure 4-1 
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of the machine-to-infinite bus assumption. The controller did not 

stabilize the area when the infinite bus tie-line was opened. Fourth, 

the remaining eigenvalues of the interconnection are roots of the 

polynomial 

D1 + T12(N1 + V = ° (4.3.2) 

When and G^ are' equal, the two areas are identical and (4.3.2) 

reduces to 

l + 2T12Gl-0 

Thus, as T increases from zero, the eigenvalues of the interconnected 

system move away from the poles of G^ and approach the zeros of G^ as 

T"12 becomes infinite. 

4.4 THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC AREA MODEL 

Subsequently, the classical model of a hydro-electric area will 

be presented and used to demonstrate the new techniques of Section 4-3. 

The hydro-electric interconnection was studied because it presents a 

more difficult control problem than does the interconnection of steam 

systems. For example, frequency deviations are fed back directly to 

the governor input of the steam turbine. Because of the instabilities 

which result, this cannot be done with the hydraulic turbine except 

at relatively small values of the feedback gain. Instead, speed errors 

drive the "governor stabilizer," a single-input, single-output dynamic 

compensator which, in turn, drives the governor servomechanism. The 

difficulties of controlling hydraulic power systems are reported in 

the literature [14], and were apparent from the first attempts in this 

work 
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When the "gate" (valve) of a hydraulic turbine is closed, there 

is an immdeiate increase in turbine torque. That is, the initial change 

in torque is in the opposite direction to the steady-state change. 

This is due to the momentum of the water in the penstock which feeds 

the turbine: the force necessary to decrease the penstock flow (fol¬ 

lowing a gate closure) is obtained by increasing the pressure at the 

outlet end of the tube, that,is, at the turbine. The time-constant of 

this effect is T= — [5], where L is the length of the penstock, u 
W grl 

is the velocity of the water, H is the pressure head, and g is the accel¬ 

eration of gravity. Typical values of T^ appear to lie between 0.5 and 

4 seconds. The classical model of a hydro-electric area is shown in 

Figure 4-2. 

In conventional practice, problems of instabilities due to the 

"reverse surge" effect are reduced by making the time-constants of the 

governor stabilizer and supplementary controller large and the feedback 

gains small. With a "washout time" (T_) of 10 seconds, a "temporary 
R 

droop" (r) of 50, and a "steady-state droop" (R) of 6, the time-constant 

of the stabilizer is 83 seconds. In a typical steam-electric system, 

the governor has a time-constant of 0.08 and the turbine has a time- 

constant of 0.3. Thus the hydro-controller is typically two orders 

of magnitude slower than the typical steam-electric system. 

In the first attempt at controlling a hydro area, a two-input 

dynamic compensator was designed to drive the input of the stabilizer. 

This was done to demonstrate that the controller could improve the 

response of hydro systems as they presently exist. Although the com¬ 

pensator permitted arbitrary eigenvalue assignment in a single area, 
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no stable interconnections were achieved. It was clear that being 

able to place the poles of one area was not enough; some infopnation 

about where to place the poles was needed. It was then decided to 

use state variable feedback and to have the control act directly on 

the governor servovalve instead of on the stabilizer. This reduced 

the number of dynamical variables in each area by three (one in the 

stabilizer, two in the compensator), which permitted more analytical 

analysis and made the system easier to understand. 

The revised model of a single hydro-electric area which was used 

for this study is displayed in Figure 4-3. Typical gains and time- 

constants are shown. 

If u » K..AX,, + K~AP_ + K„Af + K.A6, then the transfer function 
1 G 2 G 3 4 5 

between —( AL + APmT„) and A6 is 

c(3) _ 
5B < °-s s2+ ns * ao> 

Its* + PjS3 + M2 + I I + 

where 03 = 8 a1 + 0.5, P2= 8 aQ - a± - 50 K3, ax = 1 + 0.5(Kj+l) + K2 

- aQ + 50(K3-K4), flo = 50K4, «0 - ^ + Kj + 1. 

The details of this derivation are given in Appendix D. 

Suppose two such areas are interconnected as in Figure 4-1. As 

T^2 goes to infinity, four of the poles are fixed and four go to the 

zeros of G. Two of the zeros of G are at s = -a, i J a? - 2a . The 
o 1 1 o 

other two are zeros at infinity. From root-locus methods [20], it is 

known that these two zeros are approached along asymptotes which make 

angles of ^90° with the real axis. These asymptotes meet at the "asymp¬ 

totic center," which is given by 

g(poles) - g(zeros) 

S- = n - m 
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where n is the number of finite poles and m is the number of finite 

zeros. In this case 

. -0.25 ii, + 2 at 
1 2 

{3^ is the coefficient of s11 in the denominator of G(s) and equals 

8 + 0,5, so Sj = -0.0625 for the system of Fig 4-1 and Fig 4-3 

independent of any feedback gain K^. In general, the asymptotic 

center of two identical areas is given by 

D 
S1 = 2 M 

where Dis the natural damping characteristic and M is the equivalent 

inertia constant of each area.; The fact that this asymptotic center 

is invariant under state variable feedback is an important observation 

which will imply limitations in the amount of improvement which can be 

obtained with decentralized control. 

4.5 RESULTS 

The information obtained from the root-locus about how the poles 

move as T.^ increases from zero is useful in choosing the locations 

for the poles of a single area. After a few examples, it was found 

that if the poles were placed very far to the left of the asymptote, 

the root-locus would approach the finite zeros from the left side. 

Since the coefficient of sn in the characteristic equation of the 

interconnected system is not a function of T^j sum °f roots is 

constant. Hence the two other branches of the locus must approach the 

asymptote from the right. Since the asymptote is so close to the 

ju)-axis, there exists the possibility that these branches veer into 

the right half-plane for some values of T1- 
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This possibility was verified in several examples. The Routh- 

Hurwitz Array of the characteristics polynomial'was set up and one 

of the first column elements was found to be a quadratic equation 

in Real roots of the equation were values of T^ at which the 

root-locus crossed the jio-axis. A computer program was written which, 

when given the desired poles of G(s), computed the desired charac¬ 

teristic equation, the constants a^ and a^, the zeros of G(s), and 

the values of T^ (if any) at which axis crossings occurred. For 

example, when the poles of G(s) were placed at -0.5, -0.75, and 

-0.5 + j0.75, there were finite zeros of G at -1.06 + jl.52, and the 

system was unstable for T^ between 0.01 and 1.00. When the poles 

of G were 0, -2, and -0.125 + j0.25, ifis zeros were at -0.22 and 

-1.91, and the system was stable for all positive T^* In the first 

attempt, four different sets of pole locations which yielded a stable 

interconnection were found, and the problem of stabilizing a hydro¬ 

hydro interconnection model were solved. 

However, there was more to the problem than just stabilizing the 

interconnection. Further tests were necessary to determine which sets 

of eigenvalues would yield the most stable interconnections and which 

would yield stable interconnections after the addition of supplementary 

load-frequency control in each area. It was decided to place the eigen¬ 

values of G(s) so that the finite zeros of G would be close to the 

poles, as in the second example in the preceeding paragraph. This 

meant that two of the observable models of the interconnected system 

moved little as T^ changed. 

To perform the final investigations, a computer program was 
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written to find the eigenvalues of several configurations of hydro¬ 

electric systems and interconnections. Figure 4-4 presents a comparison 

of the eigenvalues of a conventional hydro (R=6, r=50, T^=10) and an 

"improved" hydro interconnection with feedback of the state variables 

AX„, tSn, and Af (through gains of 1.339, -0.268, and 0.040, respectively). G G 

Parameters common to both systems are M=0.16, D=0.02, and T^=T^=1. 

Both systems have LFC: K=0.025, B=0.4367. 

It is seen that the dominant mode of the "improved system has 

roughly twice the damping of the conventional system. The synchronizing 

oscillations ( (U=2.6) have half again more damping in the improved sys¬ 

tem. These minor improvements seem to indicate that the conventional 

controller provides almost as good a system response as is possible to 

achieve without using a central controller for both areas. 

One possible explanation for the inability of this type of control 

to improve interconnection damping is found by considering the effects 

of the governor and turbine on the "natural" oscillations of the system. 

Suppose that an interconnected power system has no feedback control at 

all (AP„ = 0). Unless the tie-line is very weak or each area has a 

D2 
large D constant (unless T. _ < rr-r; ), the synchronizing oscillation poles 

JLZ o rl 

will lie on the asymptote. This means that the natural locations for 

*D / 2 rp 
the synchronizing oscillation poles are approximately — r-r: i j v 12 

2 M M 

(see Appendix E)i The application of feedback control to either area 

will, in general, force these poles away from their natural positions. 

The basic purpose of the prime-mover speed governor is to improve 

the steady-state frequency regulation of a system (Recall that following 

a step load change the static frequency deviation is Af = where 
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0.000 
-0.007 ± j0.016 
-0.026 ± j2.601 

-0.064 ± j0.052 

-0.198 

-0.533 
-0.942 

-2.128 

-2.278 

0.000 
-0.013 ± j0.265 
-0.030 

-0.038 + j2.603 

-0.427 

-0.487 
-3.967 

-3.988 

Figure 4-4 
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1 1 
p = D + ~. D is typically an order of magnitude smaller than — ) 

Governors are not designed to improve the damping of interconnection 

synchronizing oscillations. However, if the governor-turbine subsys¬ 

tem has fast response compared to the frequency of the synchronizing 

oscillations (as in a good steam-electric system), some improvement in 

interconnection damping can be achieved (see Figure 3-1, noting that 

the asymptote is o' = -0.083). If the governor and turbine could act 

instantaneously, then the — frequency feedback term would add directly 

to the natural damping coefficient (the total D) of the area. However, 

if the governor-turbine is relatively slow (as it is in a typical hydro¬ 

electric system), it will, in certain cases [17], introduce "negative 

damping," that is, the addition of the control system makes the syn¬ 

chronizing oscillations less damped (although the steady-state fre¬ 

quency regulation is still improved if the system remains stable). 

This analysis shows that the area damping (D) determines the natural 

damping of the synchronizing oscillations, and that interconnection damp¬ 

ing will be altered by the application of feedback control. The results 

of this study seem to indicate that because of the relatively large 

time-constants of the hydro prime-movers, the application of decentral¬ 

ized control strategies will, in general, degrade the damping of hydro 

interconnections, and that further improvement in the response of such 

systems will be difficult to achieve with feedback to the governor 

input. 



CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of this study of the load-frequency control problem, 

the following conclusions are reached: 

1. Parameter optimization results are not a valid basis for criticiz¬ 

ing currently existing control practices. No set of gains is better 

than another simply because it minimizes some integral-quadratic per¬ 

formance index. It has been shown that typical industry LFC gains are 

"optimum" when the performance index weights speed-changer rate more 

heavily than frequency and tie-line power deviations. 

Furthermore, parameter optimization is unsatisfactory for designing 

control systems.because it provides no information about what controller 

structure can or should be used on a.given system. Linear optimal con¬ 

trol theory guarantees (under fairly general conditions) that the opti¬ 

mal system exists and is stable. This theory requires the feedback of 

all system state variables. 

Parameter optimization offers no such guarantee of existence and 

stability. It is possible that a given controller which is to be op¬ 

timized cannot yield a stable system for any value of the parameters. 

Thus the claim [7] that parameter optimization can be used to im¬ 

prove system "stability margins" should be carefully reconsidered. 

2. Although it does force tie-line power and frequency errors to zero 

in a desirable way, the tie-line bias load-frequency controller is not 

a satisfactory device with which to improve "system damping." In steam- 

electric systems, increasing the integrator gain (K) makes the synchro- 
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nizing oscillations less damped. In hydro-electric systems, LFC has 

little effect on the synchronizing oscillations but it is capable of 

making the system unstable. 

3. Because of the relationship between the eigenvalues of a system and 

its transient response, eigenvalue assignment is a valid approach to 

improving "system damping." This improvement is achieved by using feed¬ 

back of system state variables to move dominant eigenvalues farther into 

the left half-plane. When not all system state variables can be measured, 

it is often possible [1] to achieve arbitrary eigenvalue assignment by 

feeding back available system outputs to a dynamic compensator. 

4. One suggested method [9] of controlling the Two-Area Model is to 

use linear optimal control theory to find gains for feeding back all 

state variables to each input, and then "discard" those parts of the 

inputs which originate in a remote area. It was claimed in [9] that 

this was valid because the controls depend only "weakly" on the state 

variables in the remote area. 

However, it must be remembered that the theory makes no guarantee 

of the stability of such a "suboptimal" control scheme. Examples exist 

of systems whose stability depends entirely on the feedback of certain 

state variables through small gains. The implementation of controllers 

based on this principle should be approached with caution. 

5. Despite the growth of power system interconnections to cover almost 

the whole of the United States, there is no systematic procedure for 

designing controllers for interconnected systems. Existing'methods for 
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controlling power systems have evolved over many years of operating ex¬ 

perience. They were first developed before the high-speed digital com¬ 

puter made possible control of whole interconnections from a central 

location. They generate control signals by processing only local state 

variables. This study of how much control may be achieved by feeding 

back local state variables to the governor indicates that existing con¬ 

trol strategies perform quite well. It was not possible to obtain dra¬ 

matic improvements over the responses of existing controllers. 

6. Schlief has suggested [17] that the damping of an interconnection 

may be improved by increasing the damping of individual areas. This 

study indicates that improving area damping by governor action does not 

significantly improve interconnection damping. However, as the tie¬ 

line is made stronger, the synchronizing oscillation poles approach 

an asymptote which is independent of any control which acts through the 

governor, but depends on the damping coefficient D. From this it is 

concluded that improving the natural damping coefficient of each area 

may be a good technique for improving interconnection damping. 

7. As modeled, each area has only one input, its governor servovalve. 

The introduction of fast, solid-state exciters and voltage regulators 

has added another input to power systems. Simulation studies [18] and 

field tests [16] have shown that the supplementary control input to the 

generator voltage’regulator can be used to improve the damping of tie¬ 

line and frequency oscillations. Theoretical studies [13] of how much 

control can be achieved through the voltage regulator have been encour¬ 

aging. 
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Since the power consumed by a resistive load increases as the 

square of the voltage, the total megawatt load of a system may be 

changed by varying the generator voltage. By reducing system voltage 

as system frequency decreases, the frequency coefficient of the load 

can be increased, and thus the desired result of increasing the total 

natural area damping characteristics (D) can be achieved. 

8. The interconnection of power systems is desirable because relia¬ 

bility and operating economies are improved. Recent difficulties in 

controlling interconnections indicate that the controllers currently in 

use become less adequate as interconnections are enlarged with in¬ 

creasingly longer tie-lines. This study suggests that further im¬ 

provement in the damping of oscillations on interconnected power sys¬ 

tems may be difficult to achieve with current control strategies, and 

that more research into the problems of controlling interconnected 

systems of all kinds is needed. 
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APPENDIX A 

Given the quadratic form V(x) = x'P x, where P is a constant matrix 

and x is the state vector of the linear, time-invariant dynamical 

system & = Ax. Then 

where 

dV 
—x'Q x 

—Q = P A + A'.P (A-l) 

Starting from some initial state x(0), 

V(t) » V(0) - (^(x'Q x) dt. 
o 

If the eigenvalues of A are all in the left half-plane (A is asymp¬ 

totically stable), then x(t) goes to zero as t goes to infinity. Hence 

V(0) = r<x'Q x) dt = I. 
o 

It is not necessary to integrate the system equations to find the 

performance index I. Instead, find P from Equation (A-l), then 

I = V(0) = x(0)' P x(0). 
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APPENDIX B 

The minimization technique employed is essentially a normalized 

gradient method. For each point, Kq, of parameter space, there corres¬ 

ponds a value of performance index, IQ, For small displacements, AK, 

from IQ the performance index may be expanded in a Taylor series to yield 

In + AI = I(K+AK) = In + HjAK + H.O.T. 

_21| Thus to first order AI = trr I AK 

dl o 
where -=r|?| is the gradient of the performance index with respect to the 

K0 
parameters at the point Kq. 

Since the desired result is the minimization of I, AK is taken in 

a direction to make AI < 0. By choosing AK in the direction of the 

gradient, the change in I will be maximized. Thus, 

(M). 
_ ar 

ni« 
where the prime denotes transpose, the double bars indicate the usual 

Euclidean norm (length), and e > 0 is the step size, e is chosen 

sufficiently small to make the first order approximation valid, that is, 

so that AI.< O'. 

Eqn (A-l) of Appendix A must be solved for P to find I. P is 

symmetric, hence it has lm(n+l) indenpendent elements (45 in this case). 

Thus (A-l) can be written as q = p, where q and p are vectors of length 

45 and If is a sparce 45x45 matrix. This system of linear equations can 

be solved for p by inverting A.' Other methods, much faster than this 

one, for finding P do exist. However they do not lend themsAlves to 

the calculation of which is necessary in this program. 



q = Ap is a system of simultaneous, linear, algebraic equations. 

A typical equation in this system is 

q = a2 + ck + k2 = S(b.+g.k)p. = 2a. p 
1 X X !• JL JL 

If each p^ changes from p? to p° + Ap^ when the parameter K 

changes from KQ to KQ+AK, then 

c Ak + 2k Ak = S(b.+g.k. )Ap. + Ep?g.Ak, 
o ^ r i o iri°i * 

where the equality at (KQ,p°) has been subtracted and second order 

terms neglected. Thus ^ , the gradient of p with respect to K, can 
oK 

be found by solving 

AQ AK = A Ap 

where S is the matrix that was inverted to find the vector p, and AQ 

is a matrix (with one column for each parameter) which contains terms 

from the vector q and the matrix A. 

The gradient of I with respect to the vector p is a simple function 

of the initial conditions. Since 

I = x'(0)P x(0) = ? ?xi(0)pi^Xj(0), 

■r^ = x.(0)x.(0) and 
dPij i J 

SI =. SI Bp 
SK “ Sp SK. 

Given the performance index to be minimized, the system A-matrix 

values (like time and inertia constants), the initial step size, and 

.the starting point for the search, Kq, the program proceeds as indicated 

in the flow chart, Figure B-l, until convergence is achieved. Various 

convergence criteria are used, including minimum step! size and minimum 

change in I. 



w 

Figure B-l 
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APPENDIX C 

Cohn's equations are based on the assumption that control actions 

take place in three distinct periods of time following a step change in 

load[2], Immediately following a step load increase, the system fre¬ 

quency begins to drop. It continues to drop until the load increase has 

been matched by an increase in generation (due to governor action only), 

by an increase in tie-line power flow, and by a decrease in the con¬ 

nected load (due to the frequency drop). At the end of the first time- 

period, the frequency has reached some steady-state value (which is below 

its schedule) and the supplementary controller (LFC) in neither area 

has taken any action. 

During the second period the load-frequency controller in the non¬ 

fault area changes the generation there while the load-frequency con¬ 

troller in the fault area remains inoperative. This is assumed because, 

if it were "in trouble," an area would not be able to raise immediately 

its generation to accomodate its load changes. A new steady-state of 

frequency and tie-line power is reached by the end of this second period. 

In the third period, the fault area is able to bring up sufficient 

generation to return frequency and tie-line power flows to their schedules. 

Assume that the two areas are identical, and that there is a step 

load increase. At the end of the first period in the fault area: 

41 = SPIIE + 4P0 - 

where AP_ = = change in generation due to governor action 
G K 

_ ABt= D Af change in connected load due to frequency drop 



and in the non-fault area APrrTK = APg ~ AP^. 

Combining these equations, it is seen that 

AL = -2(D + “) Af = -2pAf 

' ^ AL 
and ^TIE = ~ • 

At the end of the second period in the fault area the equations 

are the same, while in the nonrfaiilt area 

^TIE " ^G2 

where AP 
G2 f + “02. 

AP 0 is the change in generation due to the action of the supplementary cz 

controller. 

Recall that the LFC continues to change the generation until 

APTIE +BAf - 0. 

So in the steady-state in the non-fault area 

“HE - - f + “02 'Di£ - - + 5> + “02 
or BAf = pAf - APC2 

APc2 = -Af( B-p ) 

Hence ^XIE = -Afp + APC2 = -Af B. 

And therefore AL = -Af(B + (3). 

If B «= (3 then there is no net speed-changer action in the non-fault 

area and the frequency change Af is the same as at the end of the 

first period. If B is less than {3, the non-fault area will decrease 

its generation during the second period and there will be a net deteri¬ 

oration of frequency due to the action of the supplementary controller. 
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The above figure may be redrawn as 

Y = G„ X - Y = G.G.OJ+Z) 
G G H 

X = G^(U+Z) = GXG2U - K3 + K4G2 )Y 

2
 = -HOyOH^Y) ^ 0I(32. 

a ” 1 + KJGJH + Wjt i 

It is now desirable to find an expression for H(s;K^,K2). 



-s + 1 
Y2 (5+^) (§5+1) 
U„ . *i I tf ** S Hh 1 

2 + K2 (s+^Xis+l) 

-S + 1 

is2 + (l+^-Kg) s + (KJ+K2) 

So now in the whole system 

N -s-KL 
“ H(siKl,K2) - % s + a, s + a I o 

50 
s(8s+l) 

U 1 + Ko      + KA  50.(2S±1)—;  
<8»»)<4«4.'».0) 4 ,(8a+1)(j,

2«i»Wo) 

and so 

6(s) = 
50(^s2 + a.s + a ) 

4s4 + (8a^+§)s3 + (8ao+a]L-50K3)s
2 + (ao+50XK3-K4))s + 50K4 

where ax = 1 + §(1^+1) - K2’ , aQ - + ^ + 1. 

4 3 2 The denominator of G is also written 4s + PgS + f^s + 3^s + Pq, 
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Without any feedback control, the interconnection reduces to 

The observable modes are roots of 

 D_ ± ' / Dz - 2T" 
2 M V AM2 

2 
If (“:)2 < 2 T12 , that is, if T, „ > ~then there will be complex 

2 M —— 12 8 M 

conjugate poles. Typically, the tie-line will be sufficiently strong 

that the oscillations are quite under-damped, in which case the 

synchronizing oscillation poles are given approximately by 

D + d1 T
12 

2 M M 
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